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Comment on Paul Mizen: 
The euro ;and the changing role of currencies as 

transactions vehicles 

17i;llat determines if a currency becomes an international currency and 
what are the implications for the future role of the euro? With these 
questions in mind Paul Mizen's article surveys the literature on emer- 
gence of media-of-exchange and discusses how this can be applied to 
the choice of currency in international transactions. The article pro- 
ceeds with an oven~iew of the characteristics of international money 
and then describes current currency use with a focus on the US dol- 
lar, the German mark and the Japanese yen. The conclusion is that 
the euro will become a significant international currency but that it is 
likely to only gradually be able to displace the dollar as the world's 
premier international currency. The article ends with a discussion of 
the impact of the euro on "out" countries. Mizen does an excellent 
job and covers very much ground. This comment sheds some light 
on m o  issues little discusskd by Mizen: the first regards what we 
mean by an internatiofzal curreny and whether there are any significant 
real effects associated -with currency choice in international transac- 
tions. Second we discuss currency use in Swedish foreign trade and 
evaluate the potential for the euro. We end with a few reflections on 
the impact on "out" countries. 

1. What do we mean by international currency 
and should we care? 

At various stages in the paper, Paul Mizen discusses what might be 
meant by an international currency and why it will matter. Neverthe- 
less there is little discussion of the relative importance of these differ- 
ent roles. It would have been interesting if more attention had been 
paid to the differences between today's international currencies. 
Take, for example, the Japanese yen. It is purportedly an interna- 
tional currency but only 36% of Japanese exports (22% of imports) 
are denominated in yen (Table 3 in IlIizen). Why do we expect Eu- 
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roland to be like the US and not like Japan and is this important? 
Another interesting fact from Table 3 in Mizen is that the role of the 
German mark is so limited within Euroland today. The German mark 
is a l~quid currency with fixed exchange rate vis-2-vis the Euroland 
countries-why is it not used for trade to a greater extent? The US 
dollar is more important than the German mark for exports and im- 
ports of France, Italy, and the LI<. 

To discuss the roles of international currency and the potential 
impact on real 1-ariables, I use the framework of Hartmann (1996)- 
essentially the same categorisation as Mizen follows. 

Table I .  The dimensions sf international money: 
the ease of the euro. 

(currency currency 

euros. 

non-Euroland 
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The columns in the Table 1 should be self-explanatory. The first 
ISXW dimensions of an international currency are concerned with 
goods prices and the second two are concerned with the currency 
markets p e r  se. We postpone the discussion of substitution currency 
until later. Let us instead turn to the column two and ask whether the 
euro will be used as foreign trade 1-ehicle in the broad sense; that is, will 
trade with Euroland be denominated in euro? Paul Mizen has a nice 
discussion of Grassman's law (inmicing in the exporter's currency), 
but there is little discussion of other motives for currency choice 
than medium-of-exchange considerations. Whether the choice of 
currency denomination of trade matters for any real rariables (and 
for the transmission of shocks), hinges on the degree of price rigdi- 
ties. The more rigd prices are, the more the currency choice will 
matter for exchange-rate pass through and thus for the transmission 
of exchange-rate changes and monetaq- shocks. \??hen prices are 
rigid, issues other than medium-of-exchange considerations will be 
important for the choice of currency in trade. This is analysed in an 
expanding literature on the choice of invoicing and price-setting cur- 
rency under exchange-rate uncertainq- (see Friberg, 1998, and refer- 
ences therein). For a wide class of functional forms, this literature 
points to the optimality of price-setting arms-length trade in the im- 
porters' currency. We would thus expect a large share of imports to 
Euroland to be denominated in euros where this effect and medium- 
of-exchange considerations typically will point in the same direction. 
We would expect the euro to be used to a lesser extent for denomi- 
nating exports from Euroland. Betts and Devereux (1996) examine 
consequences of the currency in which prices are rigid for exchange- 
rate variability. Devereux and Engel (1998) study implications for the 
optimal currency regime. 
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Regarding the foreign-trade \-ehicle role in the napow serzse, there is 
also much uncertainty as to what patterns to expect. From a Swedish 
perspective, the issue is whether Swedish exports, for example, to the 
UH< will be denominated in euro. And whether commodities that are 
currently priced in dollars will be priced in euros. The expectations of 
agents and the extent to which there are network externalities will be 
important. Say that previously a Swedish exporter denominated ex- 
ports to the UI< in crowns or pounds. As a consequence of EMU, 
will the exporter start to price and invoice in euro? This could be the 
case if exporters face competition from say France, Germany, and 
Finland, which previously priced in their own currencies but now 
price in euros. Johnson and Pick (1997) show that pricing in a vehicle 
currency xvill become desirable when faced with strong competition 
that sets prices in this vehicle currency. Regarding real effects, we 
note that here as well, they will hinge on the extent of nominal rigdi- 
ties-with the addendum that we most often observe vehicle cur- 
rency use in the naI"i"ou1 sense for commodities, whose prices typically 
display only very limited nominal rigdities. 

The Forex-vehicle role involves large amounts of currency be- 
cause only a small share of turnover is directly accounted for by trade 
flows. According to Hartmann (1996), spot trading in currencies is 
about 40 times larger than world exports. R ' la t  is driving these flows 
might be called micro-structure-based explanations of foreign ex- 
change trading. Real effects linked to this function are primarily in 
the shape of lower transaction cost-lower bid-ask spreads.' -4s for 
the last effect-intervention and central bank reserve currency-the 
total official reserves around the world are small in comparison to 
private-sector holdings, and adjustment will probably occur over a 
longer time period. Resulting real effects will probably be limited. 

Portes and Rey (1998) estimate the welfare gains in terms of decreased transac- 
tions costs due to increased trading in euro-the difference between their "quasi 
status quo" and "big euro" case is about 0.2% of EL GDP. 
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2. Currency denomination of Swedish foreign trade 

How might currency use in the foreign trade of "outs" change with 
the  ad^-ent of the euro? It will prove useful to make a comparison 
with past and present currency denomination of Swedisl~ foreign 
trade. Columns three and f i ~ e  in Table 2 gve the shares for 1968 
(Grassman, 1973). iYe obsen-e that a large share of exports was de- 
nominated in crowns, while a much smaller share of imports was so. 
Several studies have established the same pattern for other countries, 
and the beha\-lour has become known as Grassman's law. The last coi- 
umn gves the share of the respective market (e.g., the US in the case 
of USD) in Swedish exports in 1994.' 

What are the lessons that we can draw from Table 2 regarding the 
future role of the euro for Swedish foreign trade? A first observation 
is that in 1995, all Euroland countries were zlnder-represented in cur- 
rency use. For example, while about 13% of Swedish exports were 
destined for Germany, only about 10% of exports were denominated 
in German mark. There is no indication that European currencies are 
used as vehicles for foreign trade in the narrow sense. It is probable 
that use of euro will increase in the broad sense so that the share of 
euro invoicing will more closely match the share in trade of euro 
countries. The only currency that stands out as vehicle currency in 
1995 in the narrow sense is the US dollar-the share of exports de- 
nominated in US dollars is about 10 percentage points larger than the 
share of the US as a market for Swedish exports. The euro currencies 
in Table 2 (DEM, NLG, FRF, ITL, and FIhlq are used as currencv of 
denomination for 19.8X of Swedish exports and 26.9'10 of   we dish 
imports. So there is much potential for the euro to expand as a vehi- 
cle currency in Swedish foreign trade. 

The export share is quite similar to tlie import share for most countries and is 
typically stable. 
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Table 2. Currency denomination of Swedish trade 
7 995 and 1968 (percent). 

Note: Data from 1995 are taken from the settlement reports of Sveriges Riks- 
bank-all payments for goods above a threshold of SEI< 100,000 and going 
through Swedish banks are reported. The data from 1968 are from Grassman 
(1973). Data on exports are from 1991. 
Source: Statistics Sweden. 

How have trade currency patterns evolved since 1968? There have 
clearly been some significant developments during this period. The 
share of exports denominated in crowns has decreased by about 20 
percentage points, the importance of the US dollar and the German 
mark have increased while the share of the British pound has de- 
creased. Nevertheless, the pattern IS surprisingly stable considering all 
the institutional changes that occurred since 1968. In 1968, we lived 
in a world of capital controls, of Bretton-Woods, and of virtually 
non-existent derivatives markets-a very different set-up from that 
of today. The implication is that we expect changes in the pattern of 
currency use but should probably expect it be a slow adjustment. 
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3. The impact on "out" countries 

Paul Mizen concludes the article with an analysis of the impact of the 
euro on the "out" countries. I beliece that the discussion would have 
benefited from a clearer distinction between currency substitution in 
the "out" countries and currency use in foreign trade. Mizen dis- 
cusses the implications of currency substitution at length, and I have 
no quibbles with this analysis-however, I see little reason to expect 
widespread currency substitution in the "out" countries if they re- 
main "out". The cases where we have observed currency substitution 
in the past come from countries that have had high inflation rates- 
the domestic currency has been ill suited to function as a store of 
value. This is not the case, for example, in Sweden today-rather one 
might argue that the case for substituting away from crowns is 
weaker today than it has been for many years. Inflation is low, and 
the case for denominating loans in foreign currency is weaker today 
than in 1990, for example, when the interest rate differential against 
the German mark was much larger and exchange-rate risk was lower 
(fixed exchange rate). As noted above we deem it likely that the euro 
will gain importance in the foreign trade of the "out" countries, but 
deem it much less likely that w e  obsen-e currency substitution. 

We can make the comparison with Canada, another country bor- 
dering on a large currency area. Very much of Canadian trade is de- 
nominated in US dollars. Page (1981) reports that 64'h of Canadian 
exports to Germany were denominated in US dollars and only 9% in 
Canadian dollars. Nevertheless, we see very little currency substitu- 
tion in Canada, wages are paid, loans are taken, and prices are set in 
Canadian dollars. One counter-argument is that the EMU is a 
large, unique institutional change and that history is therefore not 
much of a guide. It is true that the world has never seen a currency 
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union on this scale and form being created. I would argue that, yes it 
is a large change but one should also not forget that most of the Eu- 
roland currencies have been fixed against each other for long time 
within quite narrow bands. The instance where I would not be sur- 
prised if me were to observe wide-spread currency substitution in the 
"out" countries is if they decided to enter the EMU-it might then 
make sense for agents to switch into euros sooner rather than later. 
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